Where did last year's grads go?

96% 88% 8% 4%
Concrete Plans (Employed, Grad School, Fellowship) Employed Grad School, Fellowship Still Searching, Taking Time Off

*Data from the 2017 Graduating Student Survey: 73% response rate

My Columbia Economics degree prepares me to...

Analyze and evaluate economic events and ideas through the lens of core economics principles
Gather and analyze social, economic, and business research
Write clear, concise technical reports and essays
Analyze quantitative and qualitative data
Interpret and communicate the results of statistical analysis
Understand how economic principles influence the behavior of individuals and organizations
Critically assess economic arguments using empirical evidence
Communicate effectively orally and in writing about specific economic issues

What are alumni doing?

EMPLOYMENT

Anheuser-Busch
BNP PARIBAS
OLIVER WYMAN
Morgan Stanley
MGM
OLIVER WYMAN
Bloomingdale's
ESSENCE
IBM
Mount Sinai
accenture
Bank of America
Merrill Lynch
citigroup

GRAD SCHOOL

SciencesPo.
Columbia University

LSE
Harvard Law School
Berkeley

Columbia University Center for Career Education

For more industries and job titles to explore, visit What Can I Do With This Major? at cce.columbia.edu/thismajor or schedule a meeting with a CCE career counselor: bit.ly/CCECareerCounseling

Reflect on your Columbia experience: bit.ly/UsingMyDegree